Criminal Investigations Division
132 Museum Road, PO Box 112150
Gainesville, FL  32611
(352) 392-1111

Public
- Attempt to Identify -

B/F * 30-40 YOA
5' 2" * 180#
Black Braids in High Messy Bun
Pink T-Shirt with “Hope” Scripted Across the Front
Gray Sweatpants, Black Flip-Flops, Black Purse, Gold Hoop Earrings

Possibly a Dark Blue 4D Volkswagen

The above individual is wanted for questioning in reference to a theft. The pictured vehicle is associated with the individual. If you have any information on the identity and/or whereabouts of the above individual and/or vehicle, please contact Detective Maculan at the University of Florida Police Department at (352) 392-4705 or (352) 392-1111.

Anonymous tips can also be provided through Crime Stoppers at (352) 372-STOP or through the University of Florida Police Department Silent Witness Program at www.police.ufl.edu.

If you see the above individual and/or vehicle, please contact the University of Florida Police Department at (352) 392-1111.
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